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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a major
paradigm in the field of current communication networks. SDN
is used as the basis of many new networks although few
performance models are available in the literature, and the
majority of performance evaluations are based primarily on
practical measurements. To fill this gap, we develop an analytical
model to assess SDN control plane traffic as well as the occupancy
of the flow table of an SDN switch. The contribution of this work
is the formulation of the model for the performance-decisive
parameters control-plane traffic and flow table occupancy and
the application of the model for different data plane traffic
characteristics. In the end, there is a discussion about the setting
of time-out values for storing flow entries in the switch flow table
depending on the traffic characteristics in the data plane. The
trade-off between the signaling traffic in the control plane and
the occupancy of the flow table is discussed to minimize both.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is one of the major trends of current communication networks. It allows the
decoupling of the control and data plane for the switching
devices. With this simple principle, new networking scenarios
are possible, facilitated by the introduction of increased control
capabilities for access networks, data center networks, and
metro networks [1, 2, 3].
The question is how traffic in SDN networks affects the
SDN environment with controller, control plane, data plane,
and switch. A performance analysis of the SDN technology is
thus essential if the operator wants to understand the network
in control and data plane, and yet, does not want to miss the
improvements and advantages of the new technology.
From the perspective of performance analysis, analytical
models are important to estimate and assess the performance
of the control and data plane. In the end, they give guiding
paradigms for managing, structuring, and deploying an SDNbased network. Closely linked to this, analytical models for
SDN also enable a broader, more holistic understanding of
the factors that influence the performance of SDN networks.
From a technical perspective, currently, two modes of
operation are discussed for SDN-based networks: proactive
and reactive forwarding mode. In proactive mode, most of the
traffic traversing the topology is assumed to be known, e.g.,
in a data center. Consequently, traffic flow rules can be preinstalled in the network. Reactive mode, in contrast, is ideal
for highly dynamic traffic where no information on the traffic
mix are previously known. In such a scenario, SDN rules are
pushed to the switch based on incoming flows on the data
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plane. Typically flow rules are then provided in a networkwide manner, i.e., controller traffic is not induced at every
switch, but only at the first one. Thus, each new arriving flow
at the switch triggers a request to the controller. The controller
defines a route through the topology and installs the new flow
in the devices of the topology.
Since the flow table space is limited in terms of TCAM
(ternary content-addressable memory) and CAM (contentaddressable memory), unused flow rules should be removed.
This is done with the help of a time-out value which can be
configured at installation time of the flow. A flow is removed
depending on the inter-arrival times of packets within the flow.
If the packet inter-arrival time is larger than the time-out, the
flow entry will be discarded. In case of additional new packet
arrivals of this flow, the controller is then again involved in
the forwarding decision resulting in additional control plane
traffic and waiting times for the data plane traffic.
In this paper, an analytical model is given to analyze SDN
in reactive mode. We investigate a scenario in which network
flows are installed upon packet arrival by the controller and
are discarded after a certain time-out period. We create an
analytical model for the control plane traffic between the
controller and switch. Following the same principle, we also
derive the utilization of the flow table in the switch. We then
use these models and examine in detail the impact of different
flow time-out values and their impact on the occupancy of a
flow table in comparison to different data plane traffic types.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. We provide the
analytical model as a tool ready to use for a network operator
to analyze control plane traffic and flow tables utilization.
Furthermore, we show the impact of traffic flow characteristics
on control plane traffic. Finally, we extend the scenario to
multiple concurrent flows in the network.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, related work on SDN and network performance
analysis is discussed. Section III presents the analytical SDN
model as well as the used methodology. In Section IV we
evaluate the impact of different TCP flow characteristics and
time-outs on the controller traffic and the flow table occupancy
in a realistic scenario. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section features work and research with the focus
on modelling switch-controller traffic and/or the impact of
different time-out values.

The authors of [4] modeled the basic OpenFlow switch
model based on M/M/1-S queues for switch, controller, and
the interaction between these two elements, in order to analyze
forwarding speed and blocking probabilities. Their results
indicate, that the packet sojourn time in an OpenFlow-enabled
network is mainly dependent on the controller. Mahmood et
al. extendend this work, as it is only viable for one single
forwarding element and lacks correctness for highly bursty network traffic [5]. [6] created an OpenFlow-bases queuing model
that provides the average packet sojourn time trough a switch
in large-scale OpenFlow networks. Their numerical analysis
concludes, that the packet sojourn time mainly depends on the
packet processing capability of the controller. To demonstrate
the correctness of their model, multiple measurements have
been conducted, matching the results. All three papers did not
analyze neither flow time-out, nor table occupancy.
The impact of flow table time-out length on performance
and table occupancy through measurements is analyzed in
[7]. Additionally, multiple caching algorithms for a flow table
are compared and evaluated. Their results indicate that, with
an increasing time-out, the probability of an arriving packet
triggering an request to the controller decreases exponentially,
whilst the table size grows linearly. Depending on the characteristics of the data-plane traffic, the authors are also able
to identify good starting points for the time-out value: 5 and
10 seconds. These values, though, are not put in relation
to the characteristics of the analyzed traffic. Based on their
observations, the authors propagate a dynamically chosen
time-out value. According to [8], one of the main scalability
problems of SDN controllers is that the controller is often
simply overwhelmed by the number of requests. To overcome
this issue, the authors propose to adjust flow time-outs based
on the mean inter-arrival time of packets per flow. Their results
indicate that the dynamic modification of the time-outs, in
dependence of the quality of their prediction, may decrease
the controller load by almost 10%. Zhu et al. point out the
importance of suitable time-outs for each flow as well as a load
awareness of the flow table in [9]. They propose a mechanism
to assign flow time-outs according to flow characteristics.
Additionally, a feedback control to dynamically adjust the max
time-out value according to the current load of the flow table
is presented. Kim et al. [10] choose an LRU caching algorithm
to reduce the table-miss rate of the switch. Thus, the controller
load can be reduced. In [11], rule-caching is also used to
increase the flow table-hits. Their design is based on four
criteria: elasticity, transparency, fine-grained, and adaptability,
and satisfies their requirements.
[12] describe important performance characteristics of flowtables from different manufactures by measurements. Their
goal is to make controllers use of flow-tables more efficient.
The main outcome of this work is that OpenFlow switches,
although implementing the same OpenFlow protocol version,
differ widely.
Several important work has been done in the area of modeling network traffic, which lays the foundations for analyzing
the impact of flow-entry time-out on the overall performance in

SDN. In 1998 and 2000, Feldmann et al. presented fundamental work for modeling WAN traffic [13] [14]. The approach we
are presenting in the next chapter features a universal analysis
and is easily modifiable to a custom architecture. In order to
imitate different general arrival processes, we adopt a twomoment substitution as proposed in [15], using Markovian
arrival processes. In contrast to the Markov property, it has
been shown that there is a long-range dependency in network
traffic, as noted in [16]. Andersen et. al. have created a
model to represent these findings in superpositions of twostate Markov-modulated Poisson processes [17]. Whitt et. al.
also present a candidate for source traffic models [18], [19].
III. M ODELING C ONCEPT, M ETHODOLOGY AND
A NALYSIS
A. Scenario Description
For this analysis, we consider a single SDN switch, which is
connected to a reactive SDN controller, cf. Figure 1. Multiple
TCP flows are active in the network, thus, packet streams
arrive at the SDN switch and have to be forwarded. The
presented model can be applied for any flow-based traffic with
known packet-inter-arrival time. In this paper we focus on TCP
flows.
SDN
Controller

Packet
arrival streams

Flow
Table

Packets

Switch

Fig. 1: SDN switching Model
At the start of operation the SDN switch has no knowledge
on how to handle any arriving packet. When the first packet
of a TCP flow arrives, the SDN switch produces a flow
table miss and sends a request on how to handle the new
flow (Packet_In message) to the SDN controller. The
SDN controller replies with a flow rule, which is stored in
the flow table of the SDN switch. Any successive packet
belonging to the same flow can now be processed by the switch
independently. Due to the limitations in flow table size, flow
rules cannot be kept forever by the switch. Therefore, current
implementations of SDN switches discard entries after these
entries have been rendered useless.
Therefore, the arrival of a packet starts a time-out period T0
for the given flow rule. If the next packet of the flow arrives
before T0 , the time-out period is restarted. If no packet arrives
within T0 , the flow rule is discarded by the switch. If another
packet of this flow arrives after T0 , the packet will cause a
flow table miss, and thus, the described procedure repeats.
T0 can be set to an arbitrary time-out value between 0 and
Integer max. A value 0 indicates an infinite idle time-out
(no idle time-out condition), any other value a time-out value
in seconds [20].

A

subflow times out with a phase A2 with probability 1 − α.
Consequently, the random number of A1 phases in Y follows
the shifted geometric distribution N 0 := N − 1. Thus, Y can
be written as a sum of a random number of random variables:

A (packet inter-arrival time)
T0 (time-out period)

TCP flow
t

Y = A1(1) + A1(2) + . . . + A1(N 0 ) + A2

resulting
subflows

B. Single Flow Model
First, we investigate the situation in which a packet stream
of a single TCP flow arrives at the SDN switch. Figure 2
illustrates the situation and introduces the used variables. We
assume that the inter-arrival times of the packets of the TCP
flow follow a general independent distribution A with A(t) =
P (A ≤ t). We divide the TCP flow into subflows, which are
characterized as the time periods, from the setting of the flow
rule to its time-out to the subsequent setting of the flow rule.
This means, based on the time-out T0 , the subflow contains
packets with inter-arrival times smaller than T0 until the timeout of the flow rule, and continues until the next packet starts
a new subflow.
As a subflow starts with one packet and every subsequent
packet belongs to the same subflow if it arrives within the
time-out period T0 , and else the subflow ends, the number
of packets in a subflow N follows a geometric distribution.
For shortening reasons, we introduce α as the probability
that the inter-arrival time is less or equal than T0 , i.e.,
α := P (A ≤ T0 ) = A(T0 ). Throughout this paper, we
assume α < 1, otherwise the single resulting subflow would
be identical to the original flow. Eventually, the distribution of
N is given by Equation 1.
P (N = k) = αk−1 · (1 − α),
A1
A2

α

1-α

A1
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α
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α

Fig. 2: Illustration of resulting subflows and their characteristics, i.e., number of packets N and duration Y , based on
the inter-arrival time distribution A of the TCP flow and the
time-out period T0 of the SDN switch.
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Fig. 3: Phase diagram for the composition of Y .
This insight helps to derive the duration of a subflow
A·1{t≤T0 }
Y . We define A1 :=
as a random variable with
α
the truncated conditional distribution, which gives the interarrival time of the packets in case the arrival is less or
A·1{t>T0 }
equal to T0 . Moreover, we define A2 :=
as the
1−α
corresponding random variable in case the arrival is greater
than T0 . Then, we consider the subflow duration Y as depicted
in Figure 3. Y can be iteratively composed of A1 phases, such
that with probability α an A1 phase is added to Y , until the

Fig. 4: Feedback loop for subflow duration Y .
Figure 3 can be transformed into a feedback loop as depicted
in Figure 4. This can be handled by means of standard control
theory, which gives the Laplace transform ΦY (s) as presented
in Equation 3.
ΦY (s) =

(1 − α) · ΦA2 (s)
1 − α · ΦA1 (s)

(3)

We can now compute the moments of Y to obtain the
expectation and coefficient of variation of Y in Equation 4
depending on A1 and A2 . The signaling rate ηY , indicating
the rate of Packet_In messages arriving at the controller,
is thus the inverse of the average subflow duration. It can
be seen that the characteristics of Y depend on the moments
of A1 and A2 . Obviously, these moments are influenced by
the characteristics of the packet arrival process A of the TCP
flow and the threshold T0 of the switch. We will investigate
this relationship in detail in Section IV by utilizing substitute
arrival processes, which are introduced in Section IV-A.
α
E[A1 ] + E[A2 ]
1−α
1
1
ηY =
= α
E[Y ]
1−α E[A1 ] + E[A2 ]

E[Y ] = −Φ0Y (0) =

E[Y 2 ] = Φ00Y (0)
2α2 E[A1 ]2
2αE[A1 ]E[A2 ] + αE[A21 ]
=
+
+ E[A22 ]
(1 − α)2
1−α
αE[A21 ] − α2 V ar[A1 ]
+ V ar[A2 ]
V ar[Y ] = E[Y 2 ] − E[Y ]2 =
(1 − α)2
p
V ar[Y ]
cY =
E[Y ]
p
V ar[A2 ](1 − α)2 + αE[A21 ] − α2 V ar[A1 ]
=
αE[A1 ] + (1 − α)E[A2 ]
(4)
The removal of each subflow from the switch table after
the time-out T0 has the characteristics of an on-off-process.
The on-phase represents the time in which the flow rule is
stored in the switch table, and its random variable Yon can be
computed by substituting A2 in the above calculations with
the deterministic random variable of the time-out T0 . The offphase, being the time in which the flow rule is not stored in the
switch table, is given by the random variable Yof f := A2 −T0 .

Consequently, Y = Yon +Yof f , and the switch table utilization
ρY for a subflow Y , i.e., the percentage of time a flow rule is
present in the flow table, can be computed by Equation 5.
ρY =

E[Yon ]
=
E[Y ]

α
1−α E[A1 ] + T0
α
1−α E[A1 ] + E[A2 ]

F

(5)

C. Composite Model - The Case with Multiple TCP Flows
After characterizing the subflows of a single TCP flow, we
now transfer our findings to the case with multiple TCP flows.
Typically, not all users in a network topology are active at the
same time. Based on the analysis in the previous subsection
about the arrival-rate and the service time of a single user, we
now draw conclusions about the number of simultaneous users
in a system.
Therefore, we assume a memoryless arrival process of
TCP flows with rate λ, each being active for a certain time
following a general independent distribution B. Moreover, we
assume that no TCP flow has to wait or is blocked, which
resembles an M/GI/∞ queuing discipline. Thus, the number
of currently active flows F follows a Poisson distribution given
in Equation 6 with mean E[F ]. The generated signal traffic
at the SDN controller is a superposition of all Packet_In
messages created by the subflows of the set of active TCP
flows. This means, the total rate η at which Packet_In
messages are generated is the sum of the rates of each active
TCP flow. In case all TCP flows follow the same characteristics
and have the same signal rate ηYi = ηY , ∀i ∈ F , E[η] can be
computed directly from the expected number of active TCP
flows E[F ].
(λE[B])k e−λE[B]
k!
E[F ] = λE[B]
X
η=
ηYi
P (F = k) =

F

SDN controller and the occupancy of the flow table at the
SDN switch will be analyzed.
X
T =
1Yi,on

(6)

If ηYi = ηY , ∀i ∈ F :
η = F · ηY
E[η] = E[F ] · ηY = λE[B]ηY
The occupancy of the flow table at the SDN switch, i.e., the
number of entries in the table T , has to be expressed as sum
of a random number of indicator variables. They indicate for
each of the F active flow whether it is in the on-phase, and
thus, a rule is stored in the flow table. The distribution of the
occupancy of the flow table in case of F = k active flows, i.e.,
P (T = m|F = k), can be expressed by means of the Poisson
binomial distribution as presented in Equation 7, where Fm is
the set of all subsets of m integers that can be selected from
k ≥ m integers. This formula can again be simplified with a
binomial distribution in case all TCP flows follow the same
characteristics, which also gives an expectation for T .
In Section IV, the deduced characteristics for a single and
multiple TCP flows will be evaluated in a realistic environment. In particular, the rate of Packet_In messages at the

P (T = m|F = k) =
(
0,
= P
Q
M ∈Fm

i∈M ρYi ·

Q

j∈M (1 − ρYj ),

k<m
k≥m

If ρYi = ρY , ∀i ∈ k :
T = F · 1Yon
 
k
k−m
· ρm
Y · (1 − ρY )
m
E[T ] = E[F ] · ρY = λE[B]ρY
P (T = m|F = k) =

(7)
IV. E VALUATION
We evaluate the impact of different TCP flow characteristics
and SDN time-outs on the SDN controller traffic and the SDN
flow table occupancy in a realistic scenario. Studying the work
in [21], we find Table I, which gives inter-arrival time of TCP
flow characteristics of four diverse mobile applications. It can
be seen that the mean inter-arrival times of packets E[A] can
be as low as tens of milliseconds, e.g., in case of the music
streaming service Aupeo, but can also extend to the order of
some seconds, e.g., in case of browsing the social network
Twitter. Also, the coefficient of variation cA is applicationspecific and rather low in case of video chat application Skype.
In contrast, very bursty arrivals with high cA were measured
for the game app Angry Birds and Aupeo. Thus, we will focus
the evaluation on the observed ranges of E[A] and cA . To
demonstrate the correctness of our result, each result has been
cross-validated by simulation. These results perfectly fit the
analysis but have been omitted from the figures as the results
only showed minor, insignificant differences.
A. Substitute Arrival Processes
To imitate different general arrival processes for packets of
a TCP flow, we adopt a two-moment substitution as proposed
in [15]. This means, to obtain a desired expectation E[A] and
coefficient of variation cA of packet arrivals, the following
substitute distribution functions are used:
Case 1: 0 < cA ≤ 1
(
0,
0 ≤ t < t1
A(t) =
−(t−t1 )/t2
1−e
, t1 ≤ t
where t1 = E[A](1 − cA ) and t2 = E[A]cA .
Case 2: 1 < cA
A(t) = 1 − p · e−t/t1 − (1 − p) · e−t/t2
s
!−1
c2A − 1
where t1,2 = E[A] 1 ±
c2A + 1
and p = E[A]/2t1 , pt1 = (1 − p)t2 .

(8)
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Fig. 5: Arrival rate η of Packet_In messages at SDN
controller for fixed T0 = 10s depending on characteristics of
TCP flow, i.e., the packet arrival processs A.
The advantage of these substitute arrival processes is their
mathematical tractability, thus, the moments of A1 and A2 can
be calculated based on three parameters E[A], cA , and T0 as
presented in Equation 9. This allows to obtain the signaling
rate at the SDN controller from Equation 4 and the flow table
occupancy from Equation 5.
Case 1: 0 < cA ≤ 1
t1 − T0
1 − e−(T0 −t1 )/t2
(t1 + t2 )2 − (T0 + t2 )2 e−(T0 −t1 )/t2
E[A21 ] = t22 +
1 − e−(T0 −t1 )/t2
E[A2 ] = T0 + t2
E[A1 ] = t2 + T0 +

E[A22 ] = (T0 + t2 )2 + t22
Case 2: 1 < cA
p(t1 − (T0 + t1 )e−T0 /t1 )
···
1 − pe−t/t1 − (1 − p)e−t/t2
(1 − p)(t2 − (T0 + t2 )e−T0 /t2 )
··· +
(9)
1 − pe−t/t1 − (1 − p)e−t/t2
p(2t21 − ((T0 + t1 )2 + t21 )e−T0 /t1 )
E[A21 ] =
···
1 − pe−t/t1 − (1 − p)e−t/t2
(1 − p)(2t22 − ((T0 + t2 )2 + t22 )e−T0 /t2 )
··· +
1 − pe−t/t1 − (1 − p)e−t/t2
pt1 e−T0 /t1 + (1 − p)t2 e−T0 /t2
E[A2 ] = T0 +
pe−t/t1 + (1 − p)e−t/t2
2pt1 (T0 + t1 )e−T0 /t1
E[A22 ] = T02 + −t/t
···
1 + (1 − p)e−t/t2
pe
2(1 − p)t2 (T0 + t2 )e−T0 /t2
··· +
pe−t/t1 + (1 − p)e−t/t2
E[A1 ] =

B. Single Flow Model Analysis
Using the above described substitute arrival processes, we
analyze the resulting SDN controller traffic and the SDN flow
table occupancy for different packet arrival streams and timeouts.
Figure 5 shows the arrival rate η of Packet_In messages
originating from a single TCP flow on the y-axis. The mean
packet inter-arrival time E[A] is depicted on the x-axis, and

0
0

2

4

T0 [s]

cA = 5

6

cA = 24 & 51
8

10

Fig. 6: SDN controller traffic arrival rate η depending on SDN
switch time-out T0 for fixed E[A] = 0.55s.
the different curves depict the results for different coefficients
of variation cA ranging from 0 (black) to 51 (yellow). The
time-out T0 is set to 10s, which is a typical default value
set by SDN controllers, e.g., NOX [22], and is also used as
the default value in the Stanford OpenFlow deployment and
DevoFlow [23]1 . In the deterministic case (cA = 0), no flow
ever times out when its packet inter-arrival time E[A] is lower
than T0 , and thus η = 0. However, if E[A] > T0 , every
packet will start a new subflow, but because η = 1/E[A] in
this case, the traffic at the SDN controller will decrease with
increasing E[A]. For very large E[A]  T0 (not depicted),
all curves will eventually approximate η = 1/E[A], as each
arrival is increasingly more likely to be larger than T0 and start
a new subflow. For 0 < cA < 1 and cA = 1, the signaling
rate increases monotonically to a maximum before the rate
merges (0 < cA < 1, e.g., cA = 0.5 at E[A] = 20) or
converges (cA = 1) towards η = 1/E[A], respectively. In
the hyperexponential case (cA > 1), we observe that η has
a first local maximum for small E[A], then decreases to a
local minimum, and increases to a second maximum before it
eventually converges for large E[A]. The higher cA , the more
the first maximum is shifted to smaller E[A], and the smaller
the first and second maxima. With increasing cA , the curves
converge, which can be seen from the overlap of cA = 24 and
cA = 51 for E[A] > 3. The envelope of these curves gives the
maximum η for E[A] < T0 independent of cA . Thus, we see
that different TCP flow characteristics influence the arrival rate
of Packet_In messages at SDN controller in case of a fixed
T0 . In the interesting region for E[A] smaller or slightly higher
than T0 , we observe that burstiness can decrease the SDN
controller traffic for high E[A], while burstiness increases η
for flows with small E[A].
1 The latest SDN controllers OpenDaylight and ONOS use different values
in their default configuration: 1800 seconds and ∞, respectively.

TABLE I: Mean inter-arrival time E[A] and coefficient of
variation cA of packet arrivals for different applications [21].
Application
Angry Birds
Aupeo
Twitter
Skype

E[A]
0.66
0.06
8.91
0.55

cA
24.09
51.00
4.95
3.55

Taking a look at the impact of the time-out T0 , we fix
E[A] = 0.55s (cf. Skype in Table I) in Figure 6. The time-out
T0 is varied on the x-axis and the different curves indicate
again different coefficients of variation cA of the packet
arrivals in the TCP flow. All curves show a monotonically
decreasing behavior towards 0 when T0 becomes larger than
E[A]. In the deterministic case cA = 0, the signaling rate
drops from a constant η = 1/E[A] = 1.82 to 0 at T0 = E[A],
because no flow will time out if T0 > E[A]. Starting from
that asymptotic curve, for hypoexponential arrival processes
(cA < 1), the gradient will become smaller if cA increases and
the rates will coverge slower towards 0. In the exponential and
hyperexponential cases (cA ≥ 1), two intertwined effects cause
the non-intuitive behavior visible in Figure 6 that the curves for
very small and very high cA show a fast convergence towards
the asymptotic function, while the curves in between form an
envelope and coverge more slowly. First, when cA increases
from 1, the gradient of the curve transforms more quickly from
a larger descent into a flatter slope. This will slow down the
convergence towards 0, and can be seen when comparing the
curves for cA = 1, cA = 3.5, and cA = 5. At the same time,
when cA increases, the descent starts earlier, which brings the
curves’ points closer to the asymptotic function (cA = 0). This
will speed up again the convergence towards 0 for high cA
and can be observed when comparing the curves for cA = 5
and cA = 24. The envelope function of this group of curves
constitutes an upper limit for the signaling traffic for given
E[A] and T0 .
Based on these two figures several observations can be made
concerning the dimensioning of T0 . As long as E[A] < T0
the signaling rate of an application flow is acceptably small,
especially for E[A]  T0 . The coefficient of variation cA
only seems to play a minor role in these constraints, especially
for really high values of cA the signaling load is negligible.
Therefore, controller interaction for processing this flow is
kept to a minimum. In general, a higher cA of an applications
flow renders lesser load on a controller.

Switch Table Occupancy ;Y

1
0.8
0.6

cA = 0

cA = 3.5
cA = 5
cA = 24 & 51

cA = 0.5
cA = 1

the x-axis, again for different values of cA . Two effects can
be clearly seen. First, all curves are monotonically decreasing,
such that a higher E[A] leads to a lower occupancy ρ in the
flow table. This is due to the fact that a higher E[A] increases
the probability of a flow time-out when the next packets arrives
later than T0 . Larger E[A] will also contribute to longer offphases, which decreases the flow table occupancy. Second,
the higher cA , i.e., the more bursty the packet arrival process,
the lower ρ, because of longer periods between two bursts,
which will more likely cause a flow time-out and a long offphase. In the extreme case of cA = 0, the occupancy ρ is 1
T0
if
if E[A] < T0 , and decreases hyperbolically with ρ = E[A]
E[A] ≥ T0 , which is the asymptotic function in this plot. In
the hypoexponential case (cA < 1), the larger the deterministic
share of the substitute process (i.e., the smaller cA ), the sooner
the convergence occurs. In the plot, the convergence for cA =
0.5 is visible, when the curve overlaps with the asymptotic
function for E[A] > 18. Eventually, the higher cA , the earlier
the drop of table occupancy and the more inert the convergence
towards the asymptotic function.
Figure 8 investigates the impact of the time-out T0 on
the flow table occupancy of a single TCP flow for a fixed
E[A] = 0.55s. The x-axis shows the time-out T0 , and the
y-axis presents the resulting occupancy ρ for different cA .
The smaller T0 , the more often TCP flows will time out and
free the occupied space in the flow table. It can be seen that
the choice of T0 has more impact for TCP flows with small
coefficient of variation. The resulting occupancies for small cA
range up to 1, i.e., there are time-outs T0 , for which the flow
rule will never be discarded. For TCP flows with high cA , the
occupancy will increase very slowly for increasing T0 because
the flows are generally more likely to time out. For example,
a flow with cA = 51 does not reach a higher occupancy than
50% throughout the investigated range of T0 .
Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that a change in the parameter
T0 also has a significant impact on the switch table occupancy
ρ. The general conclusion is that a lower T0 value decreases
the occupancy. Keeping the previous results for the signaling
rate η in mind, it is beneficial to choose a trade-off between
signaling rate and table occupancy. For the values investigated,
T0 = 3s offers a good solution: independent of the mean
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Fig. 7: SDN switch flow table occupancy ρ for time-out T0 =
10s and different TCP flow characteristics.
The flow table at the SDN switch is occupied by a flow rule,
when the TCP flow is in an on-phase, i.e., a subflow of the TCP
flow has not timed out. Figure 7 depicts the table occupancy
ρ for an SDN switch with time-out T0 = 10s depending on
the mean packet inter-arrival time E[A], which is plotted on
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Fig. 8: Impact of time-out T0 on SDN switch flow table
occupancy of a single TCP flow with E[A] = 0.55s.
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Fig. 9: Composite signaling rate at SDN controller depending
on flow time-out T0 for the four applications in the evaluation
scenario.

Fig. 10: Flow table occupancy at SDN switch depending on
flow time-out T0 for the four applications in the evaluation
scenario.

inter-arrival time E[A] of an application and its coefficient
of variation cA , both signaling load and table occupancy are
at acceptable levels. A higher T0 would lead to a higher
occupancy, a lower value to higher signaling towards the
controller, which, in turn, may bring up another undesirable
effect: overload at the controller.

later from the table. This results in the monotonic increase
of all curves in the figure. Low table occupancies can only
be achieved by very low T0 . We see that the less bursty
applications like Skype and Twitter continue to have a high
gradient when T0 increases. Thus, setting a high T0 will cause
a high table occupancy for these applications. In contrast, the
occupancy of bursty applications Angry Birds and Aupeo only
increases very flatly for high enough T0 ≥ 2s.
All in all, we see that a very low T0 is required to reach a
low occupancy of the flow table. However, this will cause a
huge signaling rate at the SDN controller. Vice versa, a high T0
will cause a low signaling rate but a high table occupancy. Still,
some room for trade-off is left by setting T0 to a value around
2-3s. For the investigated applications Twitter and Skype, this
will result in a reduction of the flow table occupancy compared
to the default time-out of T0 = 10s, but will only cause a
negligible increase of signaling at the SDN controller. Bursty
applications like Aupeo and Angry Birds, are not negatively
affected much by such choice of T0 .
D. Lessons Learned for Dimensioning T0
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At the SDN switch, typically multiple TCP flows arrive,
which will contribute to the signaling rate at the SDN controller and the occupancy of the flow table. In this section, we
will investigate this behavior and the resulting trade-offs for
the four apps described above (cf. Table I). From a previous
work [24], we have taken several numerical values for the
composite model. Based on an extensive measurement of
Internet access in dormitories, the authors observed an arrival
rate of TCP flows of λ = 158.73 and a mean TCP flow
duration of E[B] = 234.95s. The numbers from [24] are
used in our composite M/M/∞ model to compute the average
number of active TCP flows E[F ] = 37293.6 in the evaluation
scenario. In the following figures, we will consider the simple
case that all TCP flows are from the same type of application.
Figure 9 shows the composite signaling rate ηT otal at the
SDN controller in the evaluation scenario depending on the
time-out T0 . It can be seen that a very low time-out value T0
will cause a significant amount of signaling at the controller,
which will put it at risk of overload. Especially, applications
like Aupeo, Angry Birds, and Skype will often time out and
start a new subflow, which results in frequent Packet_In
messages at the SDN controller. However, we see that, for the
bursty applications Aupeo and Angry Birds, a large enough
T0 ≥ 2s will make sure that the SDN controller traffic
becomes very low. The signaling rate caused by applications
like Twitter and Skype will decrease more slowly when T0
increases. Nevertheless, a higher time-out value T0 generally
decreases the traffic at the SDN controller. Thus, the default
value T0 = 10s is a good choice to relieve the SDN controller.
Figure 10 investigates the flow table occupancy in the given
scenario for different T0 . In general, the flow table occupancy
increases with the time-out T0 , as TCP flows are discarded

Table Occupancy ;Y

C. Trade-offs between Signaling Load and Table Occupancy
in the Case of Multiple Flows
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Fig. 11: Joint evaluation of signaling rate η and table occupancy ρY for fixed E[A] = 0.55s and cA = [0, 0.5, 1, 3.5].

Figure 11 summarizes the above findings by opposing signaling rate η and table occupancy ρY for fixed E[A] = 0.55s.
Four qualitatively different cases are distinguished. Figure 11a
shows the deterministic case with cA = 0. If the time-out T0 is
larger than E[A] the signaling rate is 0 and the table occupancy
is 1. The smaller the time-out is set, the less the table
occupancy. However, the signaling rate will not be affected by
the choice of T0 . For the hypoexponential example cA = 0.5,
Figure 11b illustrates that the choice of T0 influences both
η and ρY . Starting from η = 0, ρ = 1, a decreasing T0
will slowly decrease the table occupancy, but faster increase
the signaling rate. When the signaling rate has reached its
maximum, lowering T0 will still decrease the table occupancy.
While cA = 1 in Figure 11c shows a balanced behavior,
it constitutes the transition to the hyperexponential case for
which the example cA = 3.5 is presented in Figure 11d.
Here, we see that decreasing T0 can significantly reduce
the table occupancy ρY , while only negligibly affecting the
signaling rate η. Only if T0 becomes too small, the signaling
rate will increase. As most applications produce traffic with
hyperexponential cA this behavior can be exploited.
All in all, a smaller T0 decreases the switch table occupancy
whilst increasing the signaling load on the controller. The
biggest optimization potential can be observed especially for
flows with small, hyperexponential cA . If the time-out T0 was
optimized for these applications, the highest gain of table
occupancy could be reached. Revisiting the results described
above, a trade-off between these two metrics can be found for
T0 = 2 − 3s: beyond that point, the switch table occupancy
only increases marginally (in average), whilst the signaling
load is at an acceptable minimum and decreases in small terms.
In general, an application specific T0 value would be preferable, though a smaller T0 value already offers a good startingpoint. For setting an application specific value, additional
traffic characterization mechanisms have to be deployed within
the network. A possible integration could start with a small T0
value whilst the application is still unknown and not enough
packets were yet received. After successful characterization,
the T0 value can be changed dynamically. Another influencing
factor on the the current T0 values should be the overall table
occupancy of a switch. If a flow table is full, no new flow can
be installed. As most current SDN-controllers do not have a
failure handling for this case, they simply retry to install that
flow for each incoming packet until the action completes or no
more packets of a flow arrive at the switch or at the controller.
A beneficial factor for the controller load could also be to
enable caching at the switches. As soon as a flow times out
due to its T0 value, it could be marked as to delete, but
yet still left active within the flow table. Now, if a packet
matching that flow arrives again at the switch, the packet can
immediately be forwarded and the entry and its timer can be
reset to the initial setting. This would reduce the controller
load, nevertheless, the controller should be notified, such that
it maintains a coherent view of the network. If the flow table
is full, to delete entries can be deleted from the flow
table and replaced by new rules. Caching algorithms for flow

tables in an SDN environment have been researched by various
authors, as presented in Section II. Nevertheless, an analytic
approach has not been taken yet.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented an analytic model of SDN controller
traffic and switch table occupancy. The model focuses on the
reactive operation mode of a controller, thus, incoming and
unknown traffic at a switch generates a request towards the
controller. With our presented model it is possible, for a given
application with the packet arrival process parameters E[A]
and cA , to analytically model these effects for both single
and multiple flows. We start by modeling a single flow to
understand its impact on the flow table occupancy and the
resulting controller traffic. Based on these results, we adapted
an M/M/∞ queuing system and extended our model to
understand the implications when multiple users, i.e. multiple
flows, in the system.
The results, which have been cross-confirmed with simulations, deliver two main conclusions. First, application specific
parameters, such as the inter-arrival time of packets E[A] and
its coefficient of variation cA , have a non-negligible impact
on both the signaling rate and the table occupancy. However,
the time-out value T0 introduces an opportunity for tradeoff. Consequently, our results show that the default value of
T0 = 10s is too large. This is comparable to the findings of
Zarek et al. in [7], which proposes a static time-out value
of 5s. Based on our observations, the best trade-off could be
reached by decreasing T0 down to 2-3s. With these values, e.g.,
the flow table occupancy of Skype flows could be reduced by
around 25%, while the controller traffic would only slightly
increase. The best results, in terms of signaling rate and flow
table occupancy, could be achieved for an application specific
T0 value, e.g., as presented by Vishnoi et al. [25]. This,
however, renders the requirement for identifying applications
or collecting flow statistics based on the packet stream, which
can pose quite new challenges. Additionally, the model itself
can also be applied to a composed network. However, the
impact of switch-controller-interaction on the packet interarrival times of a flow are not covered by the current model.
How this affects the accuracy in a composed network has to
be covered by future research.
One migth argue that the new generation of switches, has
much bigger flow-table sizes, and, therefore, the importance of
this work could decrease in the future. But, as the size of flowtables increase, more fine-granular flow rules are possible, and,
thus, the flow-table size could become and issue again.
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